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Cell fate speciﬁcatione most important pathways in development and homeostasis, and is altered in
multiple pathologies. Study of Drosophila eye development shows that Notch signaling depends on the HLH
protein Extramacrochaetae. Null mutant clones show that extramacrochaetae is required for multiple aspects
of eye development that depend on Notch signaling, including morphogenetic furrow progression,
differentiation of R4, R7 and cone cell types, and rotation of ommatidial clusters. Detailed analysis of R7
and cone cell speciﬁcation reveals that extramacrochaetae acts cell autonomously and epistatically to Notch,
and is required for normal expression of bHLH genes encoded by the E(spl)-C which are effectors of most
Notch signaling. A model is proposed in which Extramacrochaetae acts in parallel to or as a feed-forward
regulator of the E(spl)-Complex to promote Notch signaling in particular cellular contexts.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionThe Notch signaling pathway is one of the cell–cell communication
pathways that are most widely used for cell fate speciﬁcation (Bray,
2006). During Drosophila eye development, Notch signaling is
important for the growth of the eye imaginal disc (the retinal
primordium), for the deﬁnition of its dorsal and ventral hemispheres,
and for the movement of the wave of differentiation that crosses the
eye disc called the morphogenetic furrow. Within the morphogenetic
furrow, Notch is essential for the lateral inhibition that speciﬁes an
array of single R8 photoreceptor cells through the negative regulation
of a proneural bHLH gene, atonal (ato). Posterior to themorphogenetic
furrow, Notch signaling is required for the induction of other retinal
cell types including R4 photoreceptor cells, R7 photoreceptor cells,
and non-neuronal cone cells, as well as rotation of the developing
ommatidial clusters (Nagaraj et al., 2002).
Speciﬁcation of R7 photoreceptor cells also requires Notch
signaling as well as the receptor tyrosine kinase Sevenless (Sev)
(Cooper and Bray, 2000; Tomlinson and Struhl, 2001; Doroquez and
Rebay, 2006). A group of cells that include the precursors of the R1, R6
and R7 photoreceptor cells, and the cone cells, constitute the “R7
equivalence group”. Contact with the R8 cell induces activation of Sev
in the R7 precursor. Contact with the R1 and R6 photoreceptors that
express the ligand Delta (Dl) activates Notch in the R7 and cone cell
precursors. In this combinatorial system, synergistic activation of Sev
and Notch signaling is required for R7 development. Failure to activatel rights reserved.receptor tyrosine kinases causes the presumptive R7 photoreceptor to
acquire a cone cell fate. Conversely, ectopic Sev activity transforms
cone cells into supernumerary R7 cells. In the absence of Notch
activity the presumptive R7 photoreceptor acquires R1/R6 photo-
receptor fate instead. Conversely, ectopic activation of Notch signaling
in the R1/R6 photoreceptor pair directs these photoreceptors to
develop as ectopic R7 photoreceptor cells.
The canonical Notch signaling pathway involves ligand-dependent
release of the Notch intra-cellular domain, which enters the nucleus
and activates transcription by complexing with the DNA-binding
protein Suppressor-of-Hairless [Su(H)] and the co-activator Master-
mind (Mam) (Bray, 2006). As each Notch molecule can be activated
once only, and the cleaved intracellular domain is thought to turn over
rapidly, the response to the binding of each ligand molecule may be
short-lived (Fryer et al., 2004). Many aspects of Notch function are
mediated through the transcription of target genes within the E(spl)-
Complex, which includes seven bHLH proteins that act as transcrip-
tional repressors of other genes. The function of Notch was ﬁrst
studied during neurogenesis, where Notch mediates lateral inhibition
through E(spl)-mediated repression of proneural bHLH genes. Class II
bHLH genes, such as the ato gene that is required for R8 photoreceptor
speciﬁcation (Jarman et al., 1994), deﬁne proneural regions competent
to give rise to neural precursor cells, as heterodimers with the
ubiquitously-expressed Class I bHLH gene Daughterless (Da) (Doe and
Skeath, 1996; Hassan and Vassin, 1996; Massari and Murre, 2000).
In addition to transcriptional regulation by Notch, proneural bHLH
gene function can also bemodulated post-translationally by the Extra-
macrochaetae protein (Campuzano, 2001). The extramacrochaetae
(emc) gene encodes a helix–loop–helix protein without any basic
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forming non-functional heterodimers with them. Emc has mamma-
lian homologs, the Inhibitor of differentiation (Id) proteins, that are
implicated in development and cancer (Ruzinova and Benezra, 2003;
Iavarone and Lasorella, 2004). In Drosophila, the emc gene has been
thought to provide an initial prepattern that inﬂuences the patterning
of neurogenesis (Ellis et al., 1990; Garrell andModolell, 1990; Brown et
al., 1995; Campuzano, 2001). This conclusion, however, has been
based on the study of weak, hypomorphic mutant alleles. Imaginal
disc clones homozygous for null alleles of emc do not survive,
suggesting that the gene must have additional roles that remain to be
elucidated (Garcia Alonso and Garcia-Bellido, 1988; de Celis et al.,
1995; Campuzano, 2001). In addition, more recent studies suggest
that Emc function may be linked to Notch signaling. Studies of wing
and ovary development show that Notch signaling enhances expres-
sion of emc enhancer traps, and that emc is required for aspects of
Notch function in those organs (Baonza et al., 2000; Adam and
Montell, 2004). By contrast, emc was reportedly repressed by Notch
signaling during eye development (Baonza and Freeman, 2001).
In the course of investigating emc as a possible cell cycle target of
Notch signaling, we have discovered that the lethality of emcnullmutant
cells can be delayed very substantially using the Minute technique to
provide a growth advantage, and through their study thatemc is required
for many aspects of Drosophila eye development. We present an outline
of these requirements for emc. In addition, we now ﬁnd that emc
transcription is not repressed by Notch signaling in eye development as
reported previously, but may be enhanced as also reported for the wing
and ovary. A detailed analysis of the role of emc in R7 and cone cell
development shows that Notch requires emc to induce R7 and cone cell
fates. These ﬁndings add to the evidence that emc contributes to Notch
signaling, perhaps by promoting E(spl)-C expression.
Methods
Mosaic induction
Clones of cells homozygous mutant for genes were obtained by FLP-
FRT mediated mitotic recombination technique (Xu and Rubin, 1993;
Newsome et al., 2000). For non-Minute genotypes, larvaewere subjected
to 1 hour heat shock at 37 °C at 60±12 h after egg laying and were
dissected 72 h later. For Minute genotypes, heat shock was administered
at 84±12 h after egg laying and dissection 72 h later. ‘Flip-out’
clones were generated by subjecting larvae to heat shock at 37 °C for
30 min at 60±12 h after egg laying and dissection 72 h later.
Flies were maintained at 25 °C unless mentioned otherwise.
All genotypes are described in the ﬁgure legends.
Drosophila strains
The following Drosophila strains were used: w; P{PZ}emc04322
(Rottgen et al., 1998); P{PZ}emc04322 (Castrillon et al., 1993); UAS-Ser
[line #19] (Li and Baker, 2004); UAS-Dl (Jönsson and Knust, 1996);
UAS-Nintra (Fuerstenberg and Giniger, 1998); actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-GFP
(Pignoni and Zipursky, 1997; Neufeld et al., 1998);mam10 (Lehmann et
al., 1983); Su(H)Δ47 [w+ l(2)35Bg+] (Morel and Schweisguth, 2000); E
(spl)grob32.2p[gro+] (Heitzler et al., 1996); emcAP6 (Ellis, 1994); [UbiGFP]
M(3)67C FRT80 (Janody et al., 2004); E(spl)mδ 0.5-lacZ ry+ (Cooper and
Bray,1999) and Cyo [w+, sev-Nact] (Fortini et al., 1993); UAS-Da (Hinz et
al., 1994); sev-Gal4 (Brand and Perrimon, 1993); UAS-E(spl)-mδ (de
Celis et al., 1996).
Temperature-sensitive studies
Nts/Y larvae were reared at 25 °C (Cagan and Ready, 1989). Larvae
were transferred to the restrictive temperature 31 °C for 3 h prior to
dissection.Immunohistochemistry
Labeling of eye discs involving guinea pig anti-Runt 1/1500 (Duffy
et al., 1991), mouse anti-Svp 1/1000 (Kanai et al., 2005), mouse anti-
Pros 1/25 (MR1A), mouse anti-Cut 1/20 (2B10) (both were obtained
from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) and rabbit anti-DPax-2
1/50 (Fu and Noll, 1997) were performed as described (Domingos
et al., 2004). Other antibody and DRAQ5 labelings were performed as
described (Firth et al., 2006). Images were recorded using BioRad
Radiance 2000 Confocal microscope and processed using NIH Image J
and Adobe Photoshop 9.0 software. Other primary antibodies used
were: mouse anti-βGal 1/100 (mAb40-1a), rat anti-ELAV 1/50
(7E8A10) (both were obtained from DSHB), guinea pig anti-Sens
1/500 (Nolo et al., 2000), rabbit anti-Emc 1/8000 [a gift from Y. N. Jan]
(Brown et al., 1995), rabbit anti-Salm 1/50 (Kuhnlein et al., 1994),
mouse anti-Hairy 1/50 (Brown et al., 1995), anti-E(spl) (mAb323) 1/1
(Jennings et al., 1994) and anti-GFP 1/500 (Invitrogen).
RNA in situ hybridization
RNA in situ probe design, preparation and detection were
performed as described (Firth and Baker, 2007). Hybridization was
performed at 55 °C.
Primers used for the ﬁrst PCR reaction [see Materials and methods
(Firth and Baker, 2007)] to amplify transcribed regions of emc genomic
DNA:
Forward Primer 5′ GGCCGCGGGCATCTCTTCAACGCTCCTT 3′
Reverse Primer 5′ CCCGGGGCTGCTGCTGAGTTGGTTGTTC 3′.
Results
Emc transcriptional reporters coincide with Notch activity
To evaluate the relationship between emc and Notch signaling,
expression of the emc gene was visualized during developing third
instar Drosophila larval eye using enhancer trap lacZ insertion lines P
{PZ}emc04322 and P{PZ}emc03970 (Figs. 1 and 2 and data not shown).
emc-lacZwas expressed in all cells in the developing eye, but the level
of expression varied. Expression was reduced inside the morphoge-
netic furrow, just before Senseless expression started, and rebounded
posterior to the furrow at around columns 2 to 3, similar to previous
observations made with an antibody (Fig. 1A) (Brown et al., 1995).
Anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, emc-lacZ expression was
higher in the ventral disc compared to the dorsal disc, and especially
elevated along the dorso-ventral equator. Posterior to the morphoge-
netic furrow, emc-lacZ levels remained constant in undifferentiated
cells that have basal nuclei, but were dynamic in differentiating
ommatidial cells (Fig. 1E). As soon as R3, R4 and R8 nuclei were
identiﬁed by Elav expression, their emc-lacZ levels were at a high level
similar to that of basal nuclei of undifferentiated cells. In addition,
emc-lacZ was sometimes even higher in R4 than in R3. R2 and R5
cells always had lower emc-lacZ levels. emc-lacZ was high in R1/R6
nuclei when ﬁrst identiﬁed around column 6, but decreased from
column 8 onwards (Figs. 1B, C). By contrast, emc-lacZ was high in
nuclei of R7 and cone cell precursors from their appearance in
columns 8 and 10, respectively (Figs.1C, D). emc-lacZ remained high in
R3/R4 and R7 photoreceptors and in cone cells (Fig. 1D), while
dropping in R8 cells (Fig. 1E). In conclusion, emc transcription was
often elevated where Notch signaling is required, such as at the
equator, and in the developing R4, R7 and cone cells.
An Emc transcription reporter is elevated by Notch signaling
The emc-lacZ pattern was not what was expected if emc
transcription is repressed by Notch signaling (Baonza and Freeman,
2001). The relationship between Notch signaling and emc expression
Fig. 1. emc-LacZ expression in eye development. (A) emc-lacZ (P{PZ}emc04322/+) is
shown inmagenta and R8 photoreceptor cells are visualized by Senseless expression (in
green). emc-lacZ is expressed in all cells in the eye imaginal disc. emc-lacZ expression is
sharply elevated along the dorso-ventral equator (indicated by white arrow). emc-lacZ
expression is higher in the ventral half compared to the dorsal half. LacZ expression is
down-regulated at the morphogenetic furrow just before Sens expression starts in the
intermediate groups (white arrowhead) and again elevated posterior to furrow around
columns 2 to 3. In panels B–D emc-lacZ is shown in magenta and all differentiating
neurons are marked by Elav expression (in Green). (B) In column 5, lacZ is expressed
mainly in R3/R4 and at a lower level in R2/R5 and R8 cells. In column 6, lacZ expression
is higher in R3/R4 and in R1/R6. (C) emc-lacZ expression in R7 in columns 8 to 9. (D) By
columns 11 to 12, lacZ expression is higher in R3/R4 and R7 than in other photoreceptor
cells. Cone cells also express elevated emc-lacZ. (E) Schematic representation of
dynamic emc-lacZ levels in ommatidial cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow.
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ligands Delta (Dl) and Serrate (Ser), repeating the work of Baonza and
Freeman (2001). We found that emc-lacZ expression was elevated
non-autonomously in cells surrounding ligand-expressing clones,
regardless of location in the eye imaginal disc (Figs. 2A, B). Expression
of Dl or Ser also led to autonomous down-regulation of emc-lacZ
expression inside the clone. Both results indicate induction of emc-
lacZ by Notch signaling. Notch signaling is increased in cells adjacent
to the clones expressing Dl or Ser, while cis-inactivation of Notch
signaling inside the clone reduced emc-lacZ expression. For compar-ison, we also examined hairy, a gene that is repressed by Notch
signaling (Baonza and Freeman, 2001; Fu and Baker, 2003). Clonal
over-expression of Dl or Ser repressed hairy non-autonomously, while
hairy expressionwas maintained within the clones (Figs. 2C, D). Notch
ligands clearly had opposite effects on expression of emc and hairy,
non-autonomously inducing emc-lacZ but repressing hairy.
We further analyzed emc-lacZ expression in mutant clones of
Notch pathway genes, includingmam, a transcriptional co-activator of
Notch (Bray, 2006). Cells mutant for mam had lower expression of
emc-lacZ (Fig. 2E). When mam mutant clones spanned the equator,
emc-lacZ was no longer elevated compared to other regions (Fig.
2E). Similar results were observed in clones of cells mutant for Su(H),
the transcription factor of the Notch pathway (Bray, 2006) (Fig. 2F). By
contrast, emc-lacZ expression was affected little in clones of cells
mutant for the E(spl)-Complex, and E(spl)-C clones still elevated emc-
lacZ at the equator (Fig. 2G). The E(spl)-C encodes multiple bHLH
proteins that are transcribed by Su(H) and Mam to mediate gene
repression in response to Notch (Bray, 2006). Taken together, these
results indicate that a basal level of emc-lacZ expression occurs
independently of Notch, but that Notch signaling elevates emc-lacZ
near the equator and posterior to the furrow. Thus, the eye disc
resembles developing wings and ovaries, where Notch signaling also
stimulates emc-lacZ expression (Baonza et al., 2000; Adam and
Montell, 2004). Notch regulation of emc-lacZ depended on Su(H)
and Mam, but not on E(spl).
Expression of the Emc transcript and protein
Enhancer trap expression may reﬂect only a subset of endogenous
regulation, and be affected by the stability of the reporter protein, so it
was important to examine endogenous gene expression. In situ
hybridization with an anti-sense probe for the transcribed region
revealed widespread transcription that was reduced in the morpho-
genetic furrow region but otherwise appeared uniform (Figs. 3A, B).
Negative control hybridizations with sense strand probes, and positive
control hybridizations of wing discs with emc and of eye discs with
string (stg) provided conﬁdence that this signal reﬂected emc
transcript (Supplemental Fig. S1).
A polyclonal antiserum revealed a distribution of Emc protein
similar to the transcript (Brown et al., 1995) (Fig. 3C). Protein was
detected in nuclei of all cells anterior to and posterior to the
morphogenetic furrow, but absent from the furrow itself. As seen
with enhancer traps, Emc protein was higher near the equator. Unlike
the enhancer traps, Emc protein levels appeared relatively uniform in
all nuclei posterior to the furrow (Fig. 3E). Protein distributionwas the
same in eye discs heterozygous for the emc-lacZ, which is a
hypomorphic emc allele (Supplemental Fig. S2). The antibody was
speciﬁc, as no labeling of emc mutant clones was detected (Fig. 3D).
Unlike emc-lacZ, Emc protein expression was not affected in Su(H)
null mutant clones; they expressed normal levels of Emc protein,
regardless of position within the eye disc (data not shown). By
contrast, over-expression of the Notch intracellular domain led to
increased levels of Emc protein in many cells (Fig. 3F). These studies
conﬁrm that Notch signaling does not repress Emc expression, but
suggest that Notch signaling contributes less to the endogenous level
of expression than was indicated by enhancer trap studies, although
ectopic Notch can increase Emc expression. We will return to the
difference between emc-lacZ and Emc protein in the Discussion.
Emc is required for eye patterning but not cell viability
Previously, emc null mutations were reported to be cell lethal in
imaginal discs (Garcia Alonso and Garcia-Bellido, 1988; de Celis et al.,
1995; Campuzano, 2001). We found that when clones of cells
homozygous for null allele emcAP6 were induced in a background
heterozygous for a Minute (M) mutation, so that the emc mutant cells
Fig. 2. emc-LacZ transcription is regulated by Notch. Clones of cells over-expressing either Ser (A and C) or Dl (B and D) are identiﬁed by the presence of GFP (green) in third instar eye
imaginal discs. (A) emc-lacZ expression (in magenta) is elevated in cells near to the Ser over-expressing clones, while lacZ expression is autonomously reduced inside the clone. (B)
emc-lacZ expression (in magenta) is elevated in cells near to Dl over-expressing clones, while lacZ expression is autonomously reduced inside the clone. Note that the magniﬁcations
of panels A-D differ from one another. (C) Hairy expression (inmagenta) is lost from cells surrounding the Ser over-expressing clones, while expression is maintained inside the clone.
(D) Hairy expression (in magenta) is suppressed in cells adjacent to the Dl over-expressing clone. Mutant clones in panels E–G are visualized by the loss of GFP expression (green).
emc-lacZ expression is shown in magenta. (E) emc-lacZ expression is autonomously reduced in the absence ofmam. No elevation occurs in equatorial cells mutant formam. (F) emc-
lacZ expression is reduced in the absence of Su(H). (G) emc-lacZ expression is not reduced in the absence of E(spl)-Complex. Neither the basal level of emc-LacZ nor higher emc-LacZ
near the equator are affected in the two clones shown here. Genotypes: (A) ywhsF; UAS-Ser/+; actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-GFP/P{PZ}emc04322; (B) ywhsF; UAS-Dl/+; actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-
GFP/P{PZ}emc04322; (C) ywhsF; UAS-Ser/+; actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-GFP/+; (D) ywhsF; UAS-Dl/+; actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-GFP/+; (E) ywhsF; FRT42mam10/FRT42 [UbiGFP]; P{PZ}emc04322/+; (F)
ywhsF; Su(H)Δ47 [w+ l(2)35Bg+] FRT40/[UbiGFP] FRT40; P{PZ}emc04322/+; (G) ywhsF; P{PZ}emc04322 FRT82 E(spl)grob32.2p[gro+]/FRT82 [UbiGFP].
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Fig. 3. Expression of emc transcript and protein. (A) In situ hybridization detected emc
transcript in cells anterior and posterior to the furrow, but little in the morphogenetic
furrow (arrowhead). (B) An enlargement of the morphogenetic furrow region
(arrowhead), showing the emc transcript down-regulation. (C) Emc protein (in
magenta) is expressed in all cells anterior to and posterior to the furrow (arrowhead),
but absent from the furrow before Sens expression starts (in green) and again elevated
posterior to furrow, ﬁrst in cells between precluster groups similar to the upregulation
of emc transcript. Emc is elevated along the dorso-ventral equator (arrow). (D) Anti-
Emc antibody labeling (in magenta) is completely absent from emc null clones (marked
by the absence of GFP). (E) Emc protein (in magenta) is almost expressed equally in
differentiating photoreceptor cells (Elav expression in green). Columns 8–9 are shown.
(F) Emc protein (in magenta) is elevated in cells over-expressing activated Notch and
GFP (green). Genotypes: (A–C and E) w; (D) ywhsF; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C
FRT80 and (F)) ywhsF; UAS-Nintra/+; actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-GFP/+.
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null cells survived in the larval and pupal stages. In experiments that
made use of constitutive ﬂipase (eyeless-FLP) (Figs. 4C–E) to
recombine almost allM/emc cells to either emc/emc orM/M genotypes,
it was even possible to study eye imaginal discs almost entirely
comprised of emc null cells, the M/M genotype being cell lethal.
These emc mutant eye discs differed from wild type in many
respects (Figs. 4A–E). emc mutant eye discs had an overall narrowershape (Fig. 4C). Morphogenetic furrow progressionwas accelerated in
the ventral half compared to that of dorsal half (Fig. 4C). Patterning of
the developing eye ﬁeld was severely affected. The number of
photoreceptor neurons per ommatidium was irregular as was the
arrangement of photoreceptor neurons within ommatidial clusters
(Fig. 4D). Occasionally, ectopic Elav positive differentiating neurons
were seen ahead of the morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 4E).
When emc mutant eye discs were labeled with Spalt major (Salm)
(Fig. 4D), a marker for R7 photoreceptor cells, cone cells, and R3/R4
cells (Domingos et al., 2004), we observed almost complete loss of R7
photoreceptor cells and a signiﬁcant reduction in cone cell numbers
(compare Figs. 4B and D). Another defect concerned ommatidial
rotation. In emc mutant eye discs, ommatidia rotated normally in the
dorsal half, but whereas in wild type ommatidia in the ventral eye
rotate oppositely, almost all ventral ommatidia in emc mutant eye
rotated in the same direction as in the dorsal half (compare Figs. 4B
and E). R4 photoreceptor speciﬁcationwas also affected. This was clear
in smaller emc clones produced by inducible ﬂipase (hsp70-FLP).
Activation of Notch signaling and subsequent development of R4
photoreceptor cells can be monitored using the mδ 0.5-lacZ transgene
(Cooper and Bray, 1999). The expression of mδ 0.5-lacZ was
occasionally reduced or absent from presumptive R4 photoreceptor
cells that were emc mutant (23% of 287 ommatidia; Fig. 4F). It is
unlikely that failed R4 differentiation is responsible for the ommati-
dial rotation defect, because the R4 phenotype was less penetrant and
not limited to the ventral ommatidia. These observations showed that
Emc activity was required for multiple aspects of Drosophila eye
development, many of which are also known to be regulated by Notch
signaling.
Emc activity is required autonomously to maintain R7 photoreceptor
cell fate
Detailed analysis focused on R7 development, where emc muta-
tions had highly penetrant effects. R7 speciﬁcation requires Notch
signaling to direct R7 cells away from R1 or R6 fates (Cooper and Bray,
2000; Tomlinson and Struhl, 2001). If emc was required for Notch
signaling in this decision, then we would expect that the absence of
emc should result in cell-autonomous failure of all aspects of R7
photoreceptor speciﬁcation, that emc mutant cells should develop as
R1 or R6 cells, and that emc mutations should be epistatic to Notch
activity.
To examine the role of emc further, we analyzed R7 development
in emc null clones with additional R7 photoreceptor markers, and
clones that were induced using hsFLP occupied only part of the retina,
so that cell-autonomy could be assessed. The presumptive R7 cells
could be identiﬁed by position, since they continue to express Elav.
Runt is expressed in R8 photoreceptor cells from column 1 onwards
and in R7 photoreceptor cells from column 8 or 9 onwards (Kaminker
et al., 2002). In emcmutant ommatidia, Runt was lost from 97% of the
presumptive R7 photoreceptor cells (n=87), while R8 photoreceptor
cells continued to express Runt (Fig. 5A). The emc mutant R7
photoreceptor cells maintained their neuronal identity, as they
remained positive for the neuronal marker Elav. Inwild type, Prospero
(Pros) is expressed in R7 photoreceptor cells from column 7 or 8
onwards (Kauffmann et al., 1996). Inside emc mutant clones Pros
expression in R7 cells began at a reduced level and disappeared 2 to 3
columns later (Fig. 5B). In wild type, Salm expression starts in R7 at
column 9 (Domingos et al., 2004), but in emc clones Salm disappeared
after 2 to 3 columns (data not shown). All these effects on R7 were
cell-autonomous. These observations conﬁrm that emc is required for
the appropriate differentiation of R7 photoreceptor cells. The transient
expression of Pros and Salm suggested that emc might be more
important for the maintenance of R7 fate than for its initiation.
The role of Notch signaling was re-examined to evaluate both R7
initiation and maintenance. In Nts animals shifted to the restrictive
Fig. 4. emc is required for eye patterning. Developing third instar eye imaginal disc is shown with anterior to the left and with dorsal side up. emc mutant clones in panels C–F are
marked by the absence of GFP (in green). All differentiating neurons are marked by Elav (in blue). (A) Wild type developing third instar eye imaginal disc is shown, where Salm (in
red) labels developing R3/R4 photoreceptors, R7 photoreceptors and cone cells. (B) An enlargement of the image shown in panel A, wherewhite arrowhead indicates Salm expression
(in red) in developing R3/R4 photoreceptor pair and yellow arrowhead indicates Salm expression in R7 photoreceptors and cone cells. (C) In the absence of emc morphogenetic
furrow (MF) progression is accelerated in ventral half compared to the dorsal half. Disc outline is highlighted inwhite. (D) An enlargement of the image shown in panel C, where in the
absence of emc very few cells differentiate as R7 photoreceptors or cone cells, which are visualized by Salm expression (in red). This panel shows a projection of the entire R7 and cone
cell layers, and includes some Salm expressing R3/R4 pairs. emcmutant ommatidia contain irregular numbers of photoreceptor neurons. The arrangement of ommatidia posterior to
theMF is also abnormal. (E) In eye discsmutant for emc almost all ommatidia rotated in the same direction. Ommatidia in the dorsal eye rotated in the normal direction, but almost all
ventral ommatidia rotated in the same direction as the dorsal ommatidia did. This panel shows a projection of the Salm expression in layers containing R3/R4 cells only. Occasionally,
ectopic neurons differentiate ahead of the MF (white arrowhead). (F) R4 photoreceptor speciﬁc expression of mδ 0.5-lacZ (in red) is reduced in the absence of emc and also lost from
some emc ommatidia (white arrowhead). This panel shows a projection of all the R4 layers. Genotypes: (A, B) w; (C–E) yweyF; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C FRT80; (F) ywhsF; E
(spl)mδ 0.5-lacZ ry+/+; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C FRT80.
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of about two columns, initiation of Pros expression was delayed by
two columns, indicating that Pros expression had not initiated while
Notch function was reduced (Figs. 5C, D). However, Nts did not affect
more posterior columns, where Pros expression had already initiated
at the beginning of the temperature shift. We conclude that Notch
signaling is required for R7 speciﬁcation, but not required continu-
ously to maintain R7 fate. These ﬁndings suggested that both Notch
and emcwere required for R7 photoreceptor differentiation, but Notch
may be required earlier or more stringently than emc.
Emc mutant R7 cells display R1/6-like properties
If emc, like Notch, is part of the choice of R7 over R1 or R6 fates,
then we would expect additional cells to express R1/R6 cell markers
inside emcmutant clones. This was tested by examining expression of
Sevenup (Svp), which is expressed in R3/R4 and R1/R6 photoreceptor
cells (Mlodzik et al., 1990). Inside emc mutant clones the Elav-expressing cells in the R7 position often expressed Svp (47% of 86
ommatidia; Fig. 5E). These observations support the idea that emc is
part of the Notch signaling pathway required to direct cells towards R7
photoreceptor speciﬁcation from a default R1/6 pathway.
Emc is epistatic to Notch in R7 photoreceptor differentiation
To address the relationship of Emc to Notch signaling, the
requirement for emc was examined in ectopic R7 cells. If emc was
required downstream of Notch, one would expect that ectopic Notch
activity would require emc function to transform R1 and R6 cells into
ectopic R7 cells. Eye discs where a constitutively active form of Notch,
Nact, was expressed under the control of the sevenless enhancer were
examined. In sev-Nact ﬂies, Nact is expressed in R3/R4 photoreceptor
cells, in the R7 equivalence group of R1/R6, and R7 photoreceptors and
in the cone cells, as well as transiently in two “mystery cells” that are
later incorporated into the undifferentiated cell pool. Previous studies
established that sev-Nact causes development of supernumerary R7
Fig. 5. emc is required for R7 photoreceptor differentiation. In panels A, B and E all differentiating neurons are marked by Elav (in blue) and emc mutant cells are identiﬁed by the
absence of GFP expression (in green). (A) Runt (in red) is expressed in R7 (white arrow) and R8 (white arrowhead) photoreceptor cells outside emc clone. Inside emc clone, Runt
expression is autonomously lost from R7 cells, while expression in R8 cells remains unaffected (white arrowhead). (B) Pros expression (in red) in presumptive R7 photoreceptor cells
initiates in emc mutant ommatidia (white arrowhead) at a much-reduced level compared to the Pros expression level in R7 cells outside the clonal boundary (yellow arrowhead).
This Pros expression in emc mutant R7 cells disappears after 2–3 columns. White arrow points to a Pros negative emc mutant cell in the R7 position. In panels C and D, all
differentiating neurons are visualized by Elav (in magenta). R7 and cone cells are labeled in green (anti-Pros). (C) Pros expression in R7 cells inwild type eye imaginal disc starts from
column 7 to 8. (D) Nts animals are exposed to the restrictive temperature for 3 h before dissection. Pros expression in R7 and cone cells in these ﬂies is delayed by 2 columns starting
from column 9 to 10, but continues even in the presence of reduced N signaling. (E) Svp (in red) in non-mutant ommatidia is expressed in R3/R4 and R1/R6 cells, but not in R7 cells
(black arrowhead). In emc mutant ommatidia presumptive R7 cells occasionally express Svp (white arrow). Genotypes: (A, B and E) ywhsF; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C FRT80;
(C) w and (D) Nts/Y.
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C) (Cooper and Bray, 2000; Tomlinson and Struhl, 2001). By contrast,
80% of emc mutant ommatidia in the sev-Nact background completely
lacked R7 expression of Runt (n=107), and the remainder had only
one Runt expressing, R7-like cell whereas sev-Nact ommatidia always
have 2–3 (Fig. 6B). Similar results were obtained with the R7 marker
Pros (Fig. 6D). These results indicate that emc is epistatic to Notch in
R7 differentiation, consistent with the model that emc acts down-
stream of Notch, or parallel to Notch, during R7 speciﬁcation.
Emc is required for cone cell development
In addition to R7, Notch is also required to specify non-neuronal
cone cells (Flores et al., 2000). The Notch pathway is expected to be
shared between cone cells and R7 cells, the difference being that R7
cells experience Sevenless signaling in addition. Consistent with thisexpectation, cone cell markers Salm, Pros, Cut and D-Pax2 (Blo-
chlinger et al., 1993; Kauffmann et al., 1996; Fu and Noll, 1997) were all
affected in emc mutant clones. Onset of Pros and Salm expression in
cone cells was signiﬁcantly delayed, by 3 to 4 columns (Fig. 7A and
data not shown). Onset of Cut and D-Pax2 was delayed by 2 to 3
columns (Figs. 7B, C). In addition, the number of differentiating cone
cells was reduced. On average, 2.6 cells express Cut and 2.5 cells
express D-Pax2 per emc mutant ommatidia (n=45 and n=25,
respectively), compared to exactly 4 in wild type. We could see
using the nuclear dye DRAQ5 that some ommatidia contained cells in
cone cell positions that failed to express Cut, although in other
ommatidia the apical nuclear migration typical of cone cells was
either delayed or absent (data not shown). When emc clones were
studied in pupal retinas (24 hours APF), 2.2 Cut-expressing cells were
found per ommatidium (n=51), and none of these cells expressed
either Pros or Salm (Figs. 7D, E and data not shown). Therefore, emc
Fig. 6. emc is epistatic to Notch in R7 fate determination. All neurons are visualized by Elav expression [in panels A and C by green and in panels B and D by blue]. emcmutant clones in
panels (B) and (D) aremarked by the absence of GFP expression (in green). (A) In sev-Nact ommatidia elevated Notch signaling induces Runt expression (in magenta) in R7 cells and in
one or both of the R1/R6 cells (white asterisks in a representative ommatidium) and in R8 cells (confocal layers containing R8 nuclei have been omitted for clarity). (B) In sev-Nact
background, most of the emcmutant ommatidia failed to express Runt (in red) in R1/6/7 trio (white arrow). Runt expression in supernumerary R7 cells is maintained in non-mutant
ommatidia (white asterisks in one representative ommatidium). Runt expression in R8 cells is not shown. (C) sev-Nact induces Pros expression (in magenta) in R7 cells and in one or
both of the R1/R6 cells. White asterisks in two representative ommatidia mark such supernumerary R7 cells that are positive for both Pros and Elav. Other Pros positive, but Elav
negative cells indicate non-neuronal cone cells. (D) In emcmutant ommatidia made in sev-Nact background, Pros expression (in red) is lost frommost of the R1/6/7 trio (arrowhead).
Outside of the clone Pros expression continued in multiple photoreceptor cells (white asterisks in one representative ommatidium). emcmutant non-neuronal cone cells still express
Pros. Genotypes: (A and C) w; Cyo [w+, sev-Nact]/+; (B and D) ywhsF; Cyo [w+, sev-Nact]/+; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C FRT80.
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number of cells that express cone cell properties, although emc
mutations had less penetrant effects on cone cells than on R7 cells.
Other bHLH transcription factors in R7 development
Emc inhibits DNA binding by bHLH transcription factors by
forming non-functional heterodimers with them (Campuzano,
2001). The requirement for emc therefore suggests that R7 develop-
ment might depend on a bHLH transcription factor. Emc has been
shown to interact with the bHLH protein Daughterless (Da) (Van
Doren et al., 1991; Alifragis et al., 1997). Emc might promote R7
development by sequestering Da away from a complex required for
R1/6 fate. Da was over-expressed in small ﬂip-out clones to test
whether Da redirected R7 cells to R1/6 fates. R7 development was not
affected by Da over-expression, as judged from normal Runt and Pros
expression (Figs. 8A, B). As clones of da mutant cells also form R1, 6
and R7 fate normally (Brown et al., 1996), there is no evidence that da
affects R1/6 or R7 development.
The E(spl)-C encodes another class of bHLH proteins, required for
many aspects of Notch signaling (Bray, 2006). It has been reported
previously that over-expression of E(spl)-mδ with sev-Gal4 caused loss
of R1/R6 speciﬁcation (Cooper and Bray, 2000). We found that some of
these cells developed as R7-like cells that expressed Pros and Runt, in
14% [n=612] of ommatidia (Fig. 8C and data not shown). As some of the
other E(spl)-C proteins are subject to inhibitory phosphorylations that
limit their effectiveness in over-expression experiments, and it remains
possible that they are involved in normal R7 speciﬁcation (Karandikar et
al., 2004). In normal development, mδ 0.5-lacZ transgene expression
was weak and inconsistent in R7 precursors, and an mδ antibody,
mAb174, did not label R7 precursors (data not shown). Another
antibody, mAb323, detects up to ﬁve E(spl) bHLH proteins (Jennings et
al.,1994). Several ommatidial cellswere labeled bymAb323 (Baker et al.,
1996; Dokucu et al., 1996) (Fig. 8D). These included R4 cells (column 2/3
to column 6/7), R1/6 cells (column 6 onwards), R7 cells (column 8/9 to
column 15/16), and cone cells (column 10 or 11 onwards) (Fig. 8D, and
data not shown). The expression of E(spl) proteins detected by mAb323
was delayed by 2 to 3 columns in emcmutant R7 cells (Figs. 8E, F), andsometimes delayed or absent from R1/6 cells (Figs. 8G, H). Cone cell
expression was delayed by 2 to 3 columns (data not shown). Taken
together, these ﬁndings suggest that Notch signaling acts through E(spl)
bHLHgenes to specify R7 cells, and that emc is required for R7 fate inpart
through a contribution to E(spl) bHLH gene expression.
Discussion
Both Notch and emc gene were ﬁrst discovered through their roles
in restricting neurogenesis to particular times and locations. They
were thought to antagonize the function of proneural bHLH proteins
through independent mechanisms (Campuzano, 2001; Bray, 2006).
Notch signaling activates transcription of a set of bHLH repressor
proteins encoded at the E(spl) locus, which repress proneural gene
transcription, whereas Emc antagonizes proneural protein function
through inactive heterodimer formation. Several studies have now
suggested greater functional links between Notch and Emc than
originally assumed. We conﬁrm through studies of Drosophila eye
development that Emc contributes positively to Notch signaling, and
report studies of null mutant development that demonstrate that Emc
is required for full activation of the E(spl)-C of Notch target genes and
for many aspects of Notch signaling.
Notch and emc expression
Our studies using enhancer traps to report emc transcription led to
a picture of eye development remarkably similar to that reported for
wing and ovary development. In all three tissues, Notch signaling
appears to contribute levels of emc transcription that are elevated
above a Notch-independent baseline. In the eye, this included elevated
emc transcription in the ventral compartment, straddling the
boundary between ventral and dorsal compartments, and the
maintenance of high emc-LacZ levels in ommatidial cells where
Notch signaling occurs, including the R3/R4 equivalence group, the
R1/R6/R7 equivalence group, and the cone cells. Transcriptional
stimulation required Su(H) and mam, but not E(spl), placing Notch
activation of emc parallel to Notch activation of E(spl), similar to the
wing and ovary (Baonza et al., 2000; Adam and Montell, 2004).
Fig. 7. Cone cell differentiation requires emc. In all panels emcmutant cells are marked by the absence of GFP expression (in green) and neurons are visualized by Elav expression (in
blue). (A) In emcmutant ommatidia onset of Pros expression (in red) in cone cells is delayed by 3–4 columns (white arrow) compared to non-mutant ommatidia (white arrowhead).
There are fewer number of Pros positive cone cells inside the emc clone. (B) Induction of Cut expression (in red) in emc mutant cone cells is delayed by 2–3 columns (white arrow)
than non-mutant ommatidia (white arrowhead). There are also missing cone cells inside emc clone. (C) Expression of another cone cell marker D-Pax2 (in red) is also delayed by 2–3
columns in emc mutant ommatidia (white arrow) compared to non-mutant ommatidia (white arrowhead). There is also less than regular number of four cone cells per mutant
ommatidia. (D) At 24 hours APF, Pros expression (in red) is completely lost from emc mutant cone cells. (E) emc mutant cone cells continue to express Cut (in red) at 24 hours APF.
At this stage there are still fewer number of cone cells per mutant ommatidia. Genotype: (A–E) ywhsF; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C FRT80.
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been studied previously, but with an opposite interpretation that
Notch represses emc (Baonza and Freeman, 2001). We have performed
ligand ectopic-expression experiments similar to those of the previous
authors. They did not note the non-autonomous activation of emc-
LacZ by ectopic Dl (although it is visible in their ﬁgures), and
interpreted the modest autonomous reduction of emc-LacZ as an
effect of Notch activity rather than of cis-inactivation. We are
conﬁdent that our interpretation that Notch activates emc-LacZ
expression is correct, because this is supported by the cell autono-
mous effects of ectopic Notch-intra expression and of mam and Su(H)
loss-of-function clones, and also by studies of hairy, a gene that there
is agreement that Notch represses (Baonza and Freeman, 2001; Fu andBaker, 2003). Baonza and Freeman also claimed that Ser was unable to
regulate emc-lacZ, contrary to our results, but they relied on a UAS-Ser
strain that we have found to be very weak [see (Li and Baker, 2004) for
comparison of UAS-Ser transgenes]. The evidence thatwe now present
clearly shows that emc is not repressed by Notch signaling during eye
development, and this also undermines the suggestion that down-
regulating emc is the mechanism of the ‘proneural enhancement’
function of Notch (Baonza and Freeman, 2001).
We also examined emc expression directly by in situ hybridization
and antibody studies. Unexpectedly, some of the modulation seen
with enhancer traps was not seen at the RNA or protein levels. Given
that Notch regulation of emc enhancer traps has now been reported in
three independent studies, and with three independent enhancer trap
Fig. 8. Emc and bHLH proteins in R7 development. Clones of cells in third instar eye imaginal discs over-expressing Da (A and B) are identiﬁed by the presence of GFP (in green). All
differentiating neurons are visualized by Elav expression [in panels A, B and E by blue and in panels C, G and H by green]. (A) Runt expression (in red) in R7 photoreceptor cells
remained unchanged (white arrow) when Da was over-expressed. For clarity, basal layers where Runt is expressed in R8 cells are omitted. (B) R7 cells continued to express Pros (in
red) even in the presence of high levels of Da (white arrow). (C) E(spl)-mδ is being over-expressed using sev-Gal4. In some ommatidia elevated expression of E(spl)-mδ induces Pros
(in magenta) expression in one or two extra photoreceptor cells in addition to the normal R7 cell (white arrow). In this background, R3/R4 photoreceptor pairs also express Pros (data
not shown). (D) Wild type developing third instar eye imaginal disc is stained with mAb323, which detects at least 5 of the 7 bHLH transcription factors of E(spl) family. (E) An emc
mutant clone (lacking GFP in green), labeled for E(spl) protein expression (mAb323 in red) and photoreceptors (Elav in blue). E(spl) expression in emcmutant R7 cells (eg arrowhead)
is delayed compared to wild type ommatidia (eg arrow). (F) The same emc clone as panel E. E(spl)-expressing cells in the R7 positions are indicated by magenta dots out side of the
clone and by green dots within the emc clone. (G) A single ommatidium fromwild type eye disc stained with mAb323 (in magenta) is shown. R1, R6 and R7 cells label with mAb323.
Elav labels all photoreceptors (in green). (H) A single emcmutant ommatidium at the same stage as panel G. Only the R1 cell is labeled by mAb323 (magenta). Genotypes: (A and B)
ywhsF; UAS-Da/+; actNCD2NGAL4, UAS-GFP/+; (C) sev-Gal4/UAS-E(spl)-mδ; (D and G) w; (E, F and H) ywhsF; emcAP6 FRT80/[UbiGFP] M(3)67C FRT80. For (A–C) ﬂies were raised at
29 °C.
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signaling on emc transcription. This might not be detected through
studies of the RNA or protein because of exaggerated sensitivity to
some aspects of transcriptional regulation by enhancer traps, stability
of the Emc protein rendering protein levels less sensitive to changes in
transcription levels, or to homeostatic mechanisms that act post-
transcriptionally. It is not certain that the contribution of Notch-
regulation of emc to Notch or emc function is very signiﬁcant, however,
although it could contribute to robustness or dynamic aspects.
Requirement for emc in eye patterning
Studies of hypomorphic emcmutations revealed only subtle effects
during eye development (Brown et al., 1995). It had been thought that
the complete absence of emc function could not be studied due to cell
lethality. However, using the Minute technique to provide an
advantageous environment permitted cells lacking emc function to
survive until late pupal stages, indicating that emc is not essential forsurvival at all stages. Although emc is likely to have roles in cell growth
and survival, this paper focuses on post-mitotic cells. Loss of emc
affectedmorphogenetic furrowmovement, speciﬁcation of R4, R7, and
cone cells, and ommatidial rotation. All these processes are also
regulated by Notch activity (Baker and Yu, 1997; Fanto and Mlodzik,
1999; Cooper and Bray, 2000; Baonza and Freeman, 2001; Tomlinson
and Struhl, 2001). Whereas Notch is generally essential, the degree of
requirement for emc varied from stringent in the case of R7 cells to
mild in the case of R4 cells. Notably, lateral inhibition of R8 cells
depends strictly on Notch (Baker, 2002; Frankfort and Mardon, 2002),
but was not detectably affected by emc mutations.
Emc, Notch and differentiation of ommatidial cells
R7 photoreceptor differentiation failed almost completely in emc
mutant clones. Our results support the idea that emc contributes to
the speciﬁcation of R7 cells by Notch (Fig. 9). First, the requirement for
emc in R7 development was cell-autonomous, as expected for an
Fig. 9. Model for the contribution of Emc to R7 speciﬁcation. R7 photoreceptor
speciﬁcation occurs in response to signaling from R8 through Boss and Sevenless, and
signaling from R1 and R6 through Delta and Notch. Emc acts downstream or parallel to
Notch in R7 photoreceptor development as well as in cone cells. The ‘blue’ and
‘magenta’ models shown are not mutually exclusive. In the ‘blue’ model, Notch signals
through Su(H) to E(spl), and Emc acts in parallel to specify R7 fate. In the ‘magenta’
model, Emc acts by permitting E(spl) expression, perhaps through antagonizing E(spl)
auto-repression. Notch signaling has an effect on emc transcription but not on Emc
protein levels. We suppose that the role of Emc in cone cell development is
mechanistically similar to its role in R7.
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R7 often expressed R1/6-like characteristics, similar to cells that lack
Notch signaling. Although we could not obtain emc null cells in the
adult, it is worthmentioning that a previous study of the hypomorphic
emc1 allele illustrated adult cells with R1/6-like morphology in the
position that would normally be occupied by R7 [see Fig. 2A of (Brown
et al., 1995)]. Thirdly, emc function was required for ectopic Notch
activity to transform R1/6 cells to R7 fates. Such epistasis is consistent
with emc function downstream of or parallel to Notch. Finally, because
Notch activity normally deﬁnes R7 fate in combinationwith Sevenless
activity, and cells that activate only Notch become non-neuronal cone
cells, it was expected that emc would also be required for cone cell
differentiation, as proved to be the case.
Therewere differences between emc andNotchmutant phenotypes.
Some R7 markers were transiently expressed in emc mutant cells, at
lower than normal levels, but this initial R7-like development was not
maintained. Initial R7-like development was not seen in Notch
mutations. Another difference was noted in cone cell development:
Notch was essential, but emc mutations reduced cone cell differentia-
tion by 40%. The expression of R1/6 markers by emc mutant R7 cells
also occurred less frequently than when Notch itself was mutated.
Taken together, these data suggest that Notch signaling in R7 and cone
development depends on emc in part. Consistent with this, we were
not able to mimic Notch signaling and to convert R1/6 cells into R7
through ectopic emc expression. One simple model is that emc and E
(spl)-C genes act in parallel to induce cone cell and R7 cell fates (‘blue’
model in Fig. 9). However, at least someE(spl) gene expression depends
on emc, consistent with a more direct role for emc in Notch signaling.
Emc and bHLH transcription factors
Emc is a HLH protein that functions by competitive inhibition of
bHLH transcription factors through inactive heterodimer formation(Campuzano, 2001). The main Class II proneural bHLH protein known
to function in eye development is Atonal (Jarman et al., 1994; Baker,
2002; Frankfort and Mardon, 2002). There was little requirement for
emc in the speciﬁcation of R8 cells by Ato. There could be other
proneural genes similar to ato whose role in eye development is not
yet known, but so far all Class II proteins have required the Class I
bHLH transcription factor Da. Da can also act as a homodimer, without
Class II partners, but Emc protein also heterodimerizes with and
inactivates Da. All in all, it is expected that any effect of emc loss-of-
function on proneural bHLH proteins should be mimicked by Da over-
expression. We found that R7 cells were unaffected by Da over-
expression. Although the level of over-expression could have been
insufﬁcient, genetic mosaic analysis shows that da is dispensable for
R1/6 development (Brown et al., 1996). These observations raise the
possibility that emc might function independently of proneural bHLH
genes (Fig. 9).
Recently, it has been reported that the chick Emc homolog Id1
heterodimerizes with Hes1, a chick homolog of E(spl). The effect is to
opposeHes1 auto-repression, prolonging theHes1-mediated response
to Notch (Bai et al., 2007). E(spl) gene may auto-repress in Drosophila
also (Kramatschek and Campos-Ortega, 1994; Oellers et al., 1994), and
although it has been claimed that Emc does not heterodimerize with E
(spl) bHLH proteins (Baonza et al., 2000), we did ﬁnd that emc was
required for the proper level and timing of E(spl) expression in
multiple cell types (Fig. 8). Our results suggest that Emc acts at least in
part through bHLH proteins that are encoded by the E(spl)-C (Fig. 9,
‘magenta’model), althoughwe do not know themolecularmechanism
connecting Emc and the E(spl)-C. Becausewe found examples where E
(spl) expression was delayed in emc mutant cells, our results suggest
that emc may accelerate and intensify the response to Notch, rather
than prolonging the response as in the chick. To the extent that emc
expression may be activated by Notch signaling, this could represent a
‘feed-forward’ class of regulatory mechanism (Alon, 2007).
Conclusions
The study of emc null mutant clones shows that, in addition to
contributing to a prepattern that deﬁnes where proneural potential
can develop, emc also contributes to multiple episodes of Notch
signaling in eye development. Although the contribution of Notch
signaling to emc expression is probably small, and is not detectable at
the protein level, Emc is nevertheless essential for normal Notch
signaling. One mechanism for emc function is through its requirement
for the expression of genes in the E(spl)-C that are the main effectors
of Notch signaling. These ﬁndings suggest that some of the roles of Id
genes in mammalian differentiation and cancer may be related to
Notch signaling, which also inhibits differentiation and is implicated
in cancer (Aster et al., 2008; Watt et al., 2008).
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